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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION and 
UTAH DIVISION OF CONSUMER 
PROTECTION, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN 
OPPOSITION TO FTC’S MOTION TO 
COMPEL  

ZURIXX, LLC, et al., 
 

Case No.:  2:19-cv-00713-DAK-DAO 

Judge Dale A. Kimball 

Defendants. Magistrate Judge Daphne A. Oberg 

 
Pursuant to the Court’s directive at the February 24, 2021 hearing and Minute Entry [Dkt. 

227] Subpoenaed Non-Party Matt Davis (“Davis”), through counsel MCNEILL VON MAACK, 

hereby submits his Supplemental Brief in Opposition to the FTC’s Motion to Compel [Dkt. 218]. 

Davis addresses the Court’s two issues in inverted order.  Davis addresses, first, Tenth 

Circuit law determining whether the FTC must bear the expense of its Subpoena and, second, the 

costs of responding to the Subpoena and Davis’s inability to pay them, as follows: 
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I. FACTORS GENERALLY APPLIED IN THE TENTH CIRCUIT SUPPORT 
REQUIRING THE FTC TO REIMBURSE DAVIS FOR THE EXPENSES 
NECESSARY TO COMPLY WITH THE SUBPOENA  

The Court should shift to the FTC the expense of complying with the Subpoena because 

doing so is consistent with the approach applied by district courts in the Tenth Circuit to protect 

non-party subpoena respondents “from significant expense resulting from compliance.”  FRCP 

45(d)(2)(B)(ii).    

If the expenses are significant, the court must protect the non-party by requiring the 
party seeking discovery to bear at least enough of the expense to render the 
remainder “non-significant.”  What constitutes a “significant” expense is a matter 
within the discretion of the Court given the facts of a particular case.  Some courts 
have considered the following factors:  (1) whether the non-party has an interest in 
the outcome of the underlying litigation; (2) whether the non-party can more readily 
bear its costs than the requesting party; and (3) whether the underlying litigation is 
of public importance. 
 

New Mexico Oncology & Hematology Consultants, Ltd. v. Presbyterian Healthcare Servs., No. 

CV 12-526 MV/GBW, 2016 WL 10296569, at *1 (D.N.M. May 11, 2016) (quoting Linder v. 

Calero-Portocarrero, 251 F.3d 178, 182 (D.C. Cir. 2001)) (emphasis added).1 

 At the hearing before this Court, of particular dispute was the FTC’s reliance upon newly 

cited case law from the federal district courts in California that “considered a non-party’s 

financial ability to bear the expenses in determining whether the expenses were ‘significant.’” 

                                            
1 See In re Application of Michael Wilson & Partners, Ltd., No. 06-CV-02575-MSK-

KMT, 2012 WL 1901217, at *3 (D. Colo. May 24, 2012) (recognizing “[a] three-part test is 
often used in determining whether, and to what extent, attorney’s fees and costs should be shifted 
from person responding to a subpoena to the party seeking the discovery”) (adopting 
magistrate’s recommendation “that $213,586.48 be reimbursed to Respondents”), aff’d, 520 F. 
App’x 736 (10th Cir. 2013); accord Crandall v. City & Cty. of Denver, Colorado, No. 
CIVA05CV00242MSKMEH, 2007 WL 162743, at *1 (D. Colo. Jan. 17, 2007). 
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Valcor Eng’g Corp. v. Parker Hannifin Corp., No. 816CV00909JVSKESX, 2018 WL 3956732, 

at *2 (C.D. Cal. July 12, 2018); see Cornell v. Columbus McKinnon Corp., No. 13-CV-02188-SI, 

2015 WL 4747260, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 11, 2015) (ability to pay of respondent, FedEx, a 

relevant factor to consider in whether discovery costs are “significant”).  Courts in the Tenth 

Circuit, however, have articulated this factor differently in that they do not look just to a 

respondent’s ability to pay.  Rather, they take a comparative approach and evaluate “whether the 

non-party can more readily bear its costs than the requesting party.”  New Mexico Oncology, 

2016 WL 10296569 (citing Linder, 251 F.3d at 182).2 

   Here, the first two main factors weigh in favor of requiring the FTC to pay the costs for 

Davis to comply with the Subpoena.3  Davis is not a party to the FTC’s enforcement action 

against Zurixx and does not stand to realize any financial benefit from any result to be obtained 

therein.  That is, Davis will not receive any portion of any monetary recovery that is sought by 

the FTC or other plaintiff, the State of Utah.  Moreover, the outcome will not impact Davis 

financially because he has already been compensated by Zurixx for the work he performed for 

                                            
2 See Lambland, Inc. v. Heartland Biogas, LLC, No. 18-CV-01060-RM-KLM, 2019 WL 

6052414, at *7 (D. Colo. Nov. 15, 2019) (“Defendant has failed to provide evidence showing 
why, according to its own financial status, it cannot more readily bear the expense than the 
BOCC.  The Court therefore finds this factor weighs in favor of shifting attorney’s fees and 
costs.”); id. at *9 (granting motion to shift costs to defendant “comprised of $3,060.00 in staff 
time costs and $15,496.31 in third-party vendor costs”); Crandall, 2007 WL 162743, at *1 
(requiring plaintiffs to pay one-half ($29,078.40) of amount sought by non-party respondents 
(including United Air Lines) although respondents had interest in the litigation and “the non-
parties have a significant ability to readily bear their costs, when compared to two individuals 
who were employed at Denver International Airport (DIA)”). 

3 For purposes of this Subpoena, Davis assumes without conceding that an enforcement 
action under the FTC Act may be considered litigation that is of public importance. 
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Zurixx.  Separate litigation commenced by the Receiver against Davis will not be impacted by 

the underlying FTC enforcement action.  The outcome of that litigation does not turn on the facts 

at issue in the FTC enforcement action, but rather turns upon issues of Utah law regarding 

allegedly fraudulent transfers.  See Broadbent v. Davis, et al., Case No. 2:20-cv-00545, Dkt. No. 

17 (Motion to Dismiss, explaining First Amended Complaint fails to state valid claims under 

Utah law).  Accordingly, the first factor favors shifting to the FTC the expense of compliance. 

 Second, there is no question that the FTC can more readily bear the expense that is being 

imposed by its Subpoena served upon Davis.  As one court observed, “[a]rguing that any person 

or entity … is better able to absorb the costs of discovery than is the United States Government is 

nonsensical.”  Simon v. United States, No. 15-CV-00538-REB-KMT, 2017 WL 10541425, at *4 

(D. Colo. Mar. 8, 2017) (ordering United States to pay portion of expenses even though 

subpoena respondents (affiliated with the Indiana Pacers) had substantial wealth, case was of 

public importance, and respondents had interest in outcome of litigation).  The FTC’s 2020 fiscal 

year budget request included $172,077,000, just for “Protecting Consumers,” which was itself 

$3,603,000 more than was sought in 2019.  See Federal Trade Commission, Fiscal Year 2020 

Congressional Budget Justification at 2.4  On the other hand, Davis’s income from working as a 

public speaker has substantially declined over the past year, including by losing work for Zurixx 

and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  [See Declaration of Matthew Davis (“Davis Decl.”) 

¶¶ 7-8, attached as Exhibit “1.”]  During all of 2020 (before and after the COVID-19 lock down 

and social distancing orders), Davis’s income was $134,205.83, including $6,086.87 received as 

                                            
4 Available: https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/fy-2020-congressional-

budget-justification/fy_2020_cbj.pdf. 
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interest income on a loan and compensation for consulting services.  [Id. ¶¶ 9-11].  That is a 

mere 0.07% of the FTC’s “Protecting Consumers” portion of its budget, paling in comparison.  

Moreover, based upon the current necessary costs estimate of $23,808.25, compelling Davis’s 

compliance without reimbursing him would deprive Davis of approximately 18% of his total 

2020 annual income – before accounting for any other expenses Davis had, such as payment of 

income taxes and living expenses. 

 Accordingly, regardless of whether the FTC’s enforcement action is in the public interest, 

the factors applied by courts in the Tenth Circuit weigh heavily in favor of finding the costs to 

comply with the Subpoena are a “significant expense” to Davis that must be shifted to the FTC, 

which can more readily bear them. 

II. THE AMOUNT OF COSTS IN RESPONDING TO THE SUBPOENA AND 
DAVIS’S INABILITY TO PAY THEM 

The costs to Davis to comply with the FTC’s Subpoena represent a significant expense to 

Davis.  They are necessary and reasonable and should be shifted to the FTC. 

First, as noted above, Davis’s income during all of 2020 was $134,205.83.  [Davis Dec. ¶ 

11, Ex. 1.]  Despite a twenty-year career providing speaking services, his total 2020 income in 

that regard was $98,125.44, most of which was earned before the COVID-19 lock down and 

ended in May.  [Id. ¶ 9.]  Davis has tried other avenues to generate income in 2020, but has 

received only $6,086.87 in interest upon a loan and $29,993.52 for consulting work.  

Consequently, the estimated expense of responding to the FTC Subpoena, of approximately 

$23,808.25, imposes an undue burden and is a “significant expense” to Davis. [Id. ¶ 6]. 

Second, the currently estimated, necessary and reasonable costs of Davis responding to 

the FTC’s Subpoena is $23,808.25.  [See Declaration of Jason A. McNeill (“McNeill Decl.”) ¶ 
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27, attached as Exhibit “2.”]  This includes the cost to hire SL Legal, whose work is necessary to 

carry out a search and production of Davis’s electronic stored information by targeting his 

document repositories, which commingles files that are wholly unrelated and unresponsive to 

Zurixx and the FTC Subpoena categories, with responsive documents relevant to the FTC 

Subpoena categories.  [Id. ¶ 24.]  SL Legal, through its software, will gather, index, filter, and 

process the documents, emails, and text messages for search capability of the terms metadata that 

exist within each document, email and text message.  [Id. ¶ 24.]  SL Legal will then cull 

documents to be produced to the FTC with bates numbered load files.  [Id. ¶ 25.]  SL Legal costs 

are estimated at $12,956.25.  [See SL Legal Estimate, attached as Exhibit “3.”] 

Further, the total costs of Davis responding to the FTC’s Subpoena includes $10,852.00 

in legal fees – $7,889.50 in fees already incurred and another $2,962.50 in fees to complete 

compliance.  [McNeill Decl. ¶¶ 12-14, Ex. 2.]  These fees are necessary to (A) understand and 

take the steps necessary to comply with the Subpoena [id. ¶ 7]; (B) communicate with the FTC 

to narrow the scope – and accompanying expense of complying – with the Subpoena [id. ¶ 8]; 

and (C) evaluate, prepare, and draft Mr. Davis’s objections and responses to the Subpoena to, 

again, narrow the scope – and accompanying expense of complying – with the Subpoena [id. ¶ 

9].  These fees are summarized in the accompanying chart.  [Id. ¶ 12]. 

Moreover, these fees are reasonable in light of the experience of Davis’s counsel and the 

work that was necessary to properly respond to the Subpoena.  [Id. ¶¶ 16-23].  Indeed, the legal 

fees sought have been reviewed in detail and have been narrowed only to what is reasonable and 

necessary, including by excluding all fees associated with litigating Davis’s objections and the 

FTC’s Motion to Compel.  [Id. ¶ 15.]  
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DATED this 1st day of March, 2021. 

MCNEILL | VON MAACK 

Jason A. McNeill 
Eric K. Schnibbe 
Attorneys for Subpoenaed Non-Party Matt Davis 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I am employed by the law firm of MCNEILL VON MAACK, 175 South 

Main Street, Suite 1050, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, and that pursuant to Rule 5(b), Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF 

IN OPPOSITION TO FTC’S MOTION TO COMPEL was delivered to counsel of record 

this 1st day of March 2021, by filing of the same through the Court’s CM/ECF System, and by 

electronic mail to the following: 

 
COLLOT GUERARD 
  cguerard@ftc.gov  
JOSHUA DOAN 
  jdoan@ftc.gov  
AMANDA GRIER 
  agrier@ftc.gov  
THOMAS HARRIS 
  tharris1@ftc.gov   
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF FEDERAL 
TRADE COMMISSION 
 
 

ROBERT G. WING 
  rwing@agutah.gov  
THOMAS M. MELTON 
  tmelton@agutah.gov  
JONI OSTLER 
  joniostler@agutah.gov  
KEVIN MCLEAN 
  kmclean@agutah.gov  
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF UTAH 
DIVISION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION 

 
 
 

/s/ Camille Coley     
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Jason A. McNeill (9711) 
  mcneill@mvmlegal.com  
Eric K. Schnibbe (8463) 
  schnibbe@mvmlegal.com 
MCNEILL | VON MAACK 
175 South Main Street, Suite 1050 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 801.823.6464 
 
Attorneys for Subpoenaed Non-Party 
Matt Davis 
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION and 
UTAH DIVISION OF CONSUMER 
PROTECTION, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

DECLARATION OF JASON A. 
MCNEILL 

ZURIXX, LLC, et al., 
 

Case No.:  2:19-cv-00713-DAK-DAO 
Judge Dale A. Kimball 

Defendants. Magistrate Judge Daphne A. Oberg 

I, Jason A. McNeill, hereby declare the following:  
 

1. I am over twenty-one years of age and have personal knowledge of the statements 

contained in this declaration.  If asked to testify, I would and could testify as set forth herein. 

2. I am an attorney licensed to practice in Utah and Nevada.   

3. I am an attorney at the law firm, MCNEILL VON MAACK (“MVM”).  I, along with 

Eric Schnibbe of MVM, represent non-party Matt Davis (“Davis”) in responding to the non-party 

subpoena duces tecum the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) has served on Mr. Davis (the 

“FTC Subpoena”).   
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4. In such capacity, I have personally carried out and overseen the legal work 

performed for Mr. Davis in connection with this matter.  Thus, I have personal knowledge 

regarding the below statements.  

Legal Fees Necessitated for Compliance with Non-Party Subpoena 

5. The FTC subpoena upon Mr. Davis mandates compliance with three pages of ESI 

instructions and 40 different enumerated document categories, and covers approximately four 

years in time.   

6. In order to comply with the FTC Subpoena, Davis has incurred and will incur 

reasonable and necessary legal fees with MVM for MVM’s legal work in relation to complying 

with such subpoena.  I have broken out the legal services required into three categories, “A” 

through “C”, discussed below.  

7. Regarding Category “A” legal services, Davis has incurred and will incur legal 

fees in relation to evaluating the FTC Subpoena instructions and documents requests and work 

with the non-party client, Mr. Davis, to understand the nature and scope of documents requested; 

working with Mr. Davis in going through each document request and identifying the breadth and 

categories of potentially responsive documents, emails and text messages in his custody and the 

locations of document repositories including electronic devices, backups of devices, or other 

locations housing responsive documents; working with Mr. Davis and Salt Lake Legal (“SL 

Legal”), a reputable and local ESI support firm http://www.saltlakelegal.net/, to make document 

repositories and electronic devices available and accessible to SL Legal for implementing the 

search protocols and eventual production to the FTC; working with Mr. Davis to craft 

appropriate search protocols to gather responsive documents, emails and text messages; and 
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engaging in the meet and confer process with the FTC to narrow and clarify an appropriate scope 

and breadth of the FTC Subpoena to allow for compliance therewith.    

8. Regarding Category “B” services, Davis has incurred and will incur legal fees in 

relation to preparing for and communicating with the FTC’s legal counsel regarding the 

Subpoena, including the meet and confer efforts that preceded the FTC’s Motion.   

9. Regarding Category “C” legal services, Davis has incurred legal fees in relation to 

evaluating, preparing and drafting Mr. Davis’s salient objections and responses to the Subpoena, 

many of which objections have resulted in a narrowing of the Subpoena scope.  

10. I refer to the aforementioned Categories “A” through “C” required in order to 

comply with the FTC Subpoena as the “Necessary Legal Work”.    

11. To conduct the Necessary Legal Work required for compliance, I have evaluated 

the legal fees already incurred in responding to the FTC Subpoena, and estimated the Necessary 

Legal Work still needing to be incurred through production to the FTC.   

12. The fees already incurred by Mr. Davis to comply with the FTC Subpoena total 

$7,889.50, and are summarized as follows: 

 

 

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION OF LEGAL WORK REQUIRED AND PERFORMED HOURS FEES
 ESTIMATED FUTURE 
HOURS REQUIRED TO 

COMPLY 

ESTIMATED FUTURE 
FEES TO COMPLY

A
EVALUATING FTC SUBPOENA AND WORKING WITH CLIENT AND ESI 
TO IDENTIFY AND GATHER DOCUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE 12.00 4,654.00$ 6.0                                    2,370.00$                    

B
COMMUNICATION WITH FTC COUNSEL REGARDING SUBPOENA; 
MEET AND CONFER PROCESS 4.80 1,834.00$ 

C
EVALUATING AND DRAFTING SUBPOENA OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSE 4.50 1,401.50$ 1.5                                    592.50$                        

TOTALS 21.30 7,889.50$ 7.5                                    2,962.50$                    
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13. As summarized above, the future legal fees estimated to be incurred by Mr. Davis 

between now and production to the FTC are estimated to total another $2,962.50, comprised of 

working with Mr. Davis and SL Legal to carry out the appropriate email and text message 

protocols, review results of protocols, making any necessary adjustments, and generating an ESI 

compliant production for the FTC.  

14. In total, Mr. Davis should be reimbursed for his legal fees in the amount of 

$10,852.00 to comply with the FTC Subpoena.    

15. I have purposefully excluded from the above fee calculations, all legal fees 

incurred by Mr. Davis for MVM to review and analyze the FTC’s motion to compel, as well as 

all fees incurred in relation to drafting and filing Mr. Davis’s Opposition thereto, and the instant 

supplemental briefing. 

Timekeepers and Reasonableness of Fees 

16. The above-mentioned fee amount is reasonable and appropriate.   

17. As is customary in this locale, MVM charges Mr. Davis on an hourly basis for the 

time and legal work done by MVM to perform the Necessary Legal Work.  The legal work is 

incurred and charged in one-tenth of an hour, or six-minute, increments (e.g., 0.1 increments).   

18. I, along with Mr. Schnibbe, have been the lawyer’s performing nearly the entirety 

of the Necessary Legal Work in this matter.  My hourly rate for such work is $395 an hour, and 

Mr. Schnibbe’s hourly rate for such work is $375 an hour.   

19. As support for my hourly rate, my background is as follows:  I was admitted to 

practice law in Nevada in 2002, and in Utah in 2003.  I am a co-founder and partner at MVM and 

a member in good standing of the Utah State Bar and State Bar of Nevada.  My practice focuses 
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on complex civil matters including commercial disputes in the areas of business torts, unfair 

competition, contract disputes, intellectual property litigation, and related areas.  Although the 

matters with which I am involved typically are located in Utah, I have litigated, tried, and 

arbitrated cases in various areas of the United States.  I have also been admitted to practice in the 

U.S. Court of Appeals 10th Circuit since 2009, U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado in 

2013, and US. District Court for District of New Mexico in 2019. I maintain an AV Preeminent® 

peer-review rating and a Preeminent® client-review rating by Martindale-Hubbell®.  I am 

routinely included on the lists of Super Lawyers® and in Utah’s Legal Elite®.  During my 

practice, I have obtained numerous advantageous outcomes for my clients, including six and 

seven-figure arbitration awards, jury verdicts, and settlements.   

20. Regarding my education, I graduated cum laude from the University of San Diego 

School of Law, graduating in the top 12% of my class.  I also completed my third year of law 

school at J. Reuben Clark Law School.  Law school achievements included being awarded the 

American Jurisprudence Awards for Property Law, Internet Law, and Bankruptcy Law.  I 

obtained my bachelor’s degree from the University of Utah in business, finance, in 1998.  

21. As support for Mr. Schnibbe’s hourly rate, his background is as follows:  Mr. 

Schnibbe was first admitted to practice law in Nevada in 1998, and then in Utah in 1999.  

Regarding Mr. Schnibbe’s education, Mr. Schnibbe graduated from the University of Utah 

College of Law in 1998 as a William H. Leary Scholar, where Mr. Schnibbe served as a staff 

member then Note and Comment Editor for the Utah Law Review.  Following law school, from 

1998 to 2000, Mr. Schnibbe served two judicial clerkships at the Utah Court of Appeals – one 

for Hon. Gregory K. Orme, then one for Hon. James Z. Davis.  Before law school, Mr. Schnibbe 
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graduated in 1995 from the University of Utah, cum laude, with Bachelor of Science degrees in 

Political Science and Sociology. 

22. Since 2000, Mr. Schnibbe’s legal practice has focused on litigation of complex 

civil matters involving commercial disputes in the areas of business torts, unfair competition, 

contract disputes, intellectual property litigation, and related areas. Mr. Schnibbe is a member in 

good standing of the Utah Bar and Nevada Bar.  He has been admitted to practice in the courts of 

Utah, Nevada, the U.S. District of Utah, the U.S. District of Colorado, the Tenth Circuit Court of 

Appeals, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.  Mr. Schnibbe maintains an AV Preeminent® 

rating by Martindale-Hubbell® and is routinely included on the lists of Super Lawyers® and in 

Utah’s Legal Elite®.  During his practice, Mr. Schnibbe has obtained numerous advantageous 

outcomes for his clients, including through bench trials, jury verdicts, settlements, and motion 

practice.  Mr. Schnibbe served as part of the three-attorney trial team which, following a five-

week jury trial, obtained a verdict of over $100 million in May 2012, and which was successfully 

defended on appeal to the Utah Supreme Court in USA Power, LLC v. PacifiCorp, 2016 UT 20, 

372 P.3d 629. 

23. Having practiced as a civil trial lawyer in Utah for over eighteen years, I am 

personally familiar with the hourly billing rates of attorneys in Salt Lake County, Utah for work 

such as that performed in this proceeding.  The hourly rates and fees charged by MVM are 

customary and consistent with the Salt Lake legal market for this type of legal service.  Indeed, 

MVM has submitted various fee applications wherein courts have found MVM’s hourly rates 

and fees to be reasonable and appropriate.  
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Costs Related to Salt Lake Legal for ESI Production 

24. In addition to attorney fees noted above, Davis has and will also incur costs paid 

to SL Legal in order to carry out a search and production of his electronic stored information, 

which efforts are required to comply with the FTC Subpoena.  SL Legal will target Davis’s 

document repositories, which includes document files, email accounts, and cell phone text 

messages, which commingles files that are wholly unrelated and unresponsive to Zurixx and the 

FTC Subpoena categories, with responsive documents relevant to the FTC Subpoena 

categories.  SL Legal, through its software, will gather, index, filter, and process the documents, 

emails, and text messages for search capability of the terms metadata that exist within each 

document, email and text message.   

25. Such process will be ran on approximately 95 GB of data from Mr. Davis.  Of that 

amount, it is estimated that targeted search protocols implemented by SL Legal will result in a 

70% cull rate (meaning 30% will be responsive hits to the search protocol terms), with an 

estimated 70% production rate (meaning 70% of the 30%) of the culled documents, to be 

produced to the FTC with bates numbered load files.  A true and correct copy of the SL Legal 

detailed estimate to procure and perform the ESI functions is attached as an exhibit to Mr. 

Davis’s supplemental briefing.  As stated therein, the SL Legal costs are estimated at 

$12,956.25.   

26. The SL Legal estimate is higher than the previously estimated amount because SL 

Legal has recently completed its upload of Mr. Davis’ files, emails and text message database, 

thereby giving SL Legal a known quantity of data that will need to be processed and searched in 

order to accurately comply with the FTC Subpoena.    
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Summary 

27. In total, Mr. Davis should be reimbursed for legal fees of $10,852.00 plus SL 

Legal costs of $12,956.25, for a total of $23,808.25, in order to comply with the FTC Subpoena.  

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  
 

EXECUTED this 1st day of March, 2021. 

 
MCNEILL | VON MAACK 
 
 
/s/ Jason A. McNeill  
Jason A. McNeill 
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Jason A. McNeill (9711) 
  mcneill@mvmlegal.com  
Eric K. Schnibbe (8463) 
  schnibbe@mvmlegal.com 
MCNEILL | VON MAACK 
175 South Main Street, Suite 1050 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 801.823.6464 
 
Attorneys for Subpoenaed Non-Party 
Matt Davis 
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION and 
UTAH DIVISION OF CONSUMER 
PROTECTION, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

DECLARATION OF MATTHEW DAVIS 

ZURIXX, LLC, et al., 
 

Case No.:  2:19-cv-00713-DAK-DAO 
Judge Dale A. Kimball 

Defendants. Magistrate Judge Daphne A. Oberg 

I, Matthew Davis, hereby declare the following:  
 

1. I am over twenty-one years of age and have personal knowledge of the statements 

contained in this declaration.  If asked to testify, I would and could testify as set forth herein. 

2. In or about July 2020, I received a subpoena duces tecum in the above-captioned 

matter that was issued by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), which was directed to me as 

“Matt Davis” (the “FTC Subpoena”).  I subsequently retained the law firm of MCNEILL VON 

MAACK (“MVM”) to represent me in responding to the FTC Subpoena. 
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3. It is my understanding that the total expenses that are going to be required to 

respond to the FTC Subpoena is approximately $23,808.25.  Due to this expense and for other 

reasons, MVM has asserted objections on my behalf, to which the FTC responded by filing a 

Motion to Compel. 

4. On February 24, 2021, I attended a Zoom hearing on the Motion to Compel, 

where the Court directed supplemental briefs to be submitted.  I understand that this Declaration 

will be submitted to support the supplemental brief being filed on my behalf.  

5. It is my understanding that the nature of the expenses necessary to respond to the 

FTC Subpoena will be explained and supported by the Declaration of Jason A. McNeill, which 

will also be submitted to support the supplemental brief being filed on my behalf, as well as a 

detailed costs estimate prepared by SL Legal. 

6. The estimated expense of responding to the FTC Subpoena, of approximately 

$23,808.25, imposes an undue burden upon me and is a significant expense, as I understand that 

term.  Further, it is my belief that the FTC, as an agency of the United States government is 

better able than I am to absorb the costs of discovery that are necessary to comply with the 

FTC’s Subpoena. 

7. For approximately the last twenty years, I have made my living in my career as a 

speaker at seminars.  Within the last year and before, I have seen a substantial decline in my 

income from this career.  For example, I previously provided speaking services for which I was 

compensated at seminars that were put on by Zurixx.  However, Zurixx ceased doing business in 

2019 and this source of income to me was removed. 
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8. After Zurixx stopped its operations, I provided speaking services through my 

company called Focus and Finish Consulting LLC to other companies and had minimal success.  

This work, however, has been stopped by the COVID-19 pandemic and related government-

directed shut downs, resulting in my income for speaking services dropping to zero (despite a 20-

year career), because the required “social distancing” prevented the gathering of substantial 

numbers of people to attend in-person seminars.   

9. That is, from January through March 2020 – before the wide spread shut down 

orders – my income from speaking services was $72,964.78 ($7,884.69 in January; $31,632.15 

in February; and $33,447.94 in March).  Following the COVID-19 shut down orders, I provided 

speaking services for seminars that were held online.  However, the online seminars were not 

successful and my compensation for those services was $13,440.69 in April and $11,719.97 in 

May.  After May 2020, I have not received any income as a result of speaking services.  

Accordingly, my total income for speaking services in 2020 was $98,125.44. 

10. In 2020, I tried other avenues to generate an income but it still was substantially 

lower than in previous years.  For example, though Focus and Finish Consulting LLC, I provided 

consulting services.  For those services during the entire year of 2020, I received compensation 

in the amount of $29,993.52.  I also received income during 2020 in the form of interest 

payments on a loan in the amount of $6,086.87.  A true and correct copy of the 1099 I received 

in this regard for 2020 is attached to this Declaration. 

11. As described above, my total income for the year 2020 was $134,205.83.  As 

stated, a majority of this income was generated early in 2020 and I have not had any substantial 

income since that time. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  

 
EXECUTED this 1st day of March, 2021. 

 
 
 
/s/ Matthew Davis  
Matthew Davis 
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"SERVICES THAT CAN'T BE DUPLICATED” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Proposal for McNeill Von Maack 

 

Matt Davis 
 

 

 

Electronic Discovery ⧫Scanning/OCR ⧫ Legal Copy Services ⧫ Online Review ⧫ Trial 

Exhibits ⧫ Database Services ⧫ Managed Services 

47 West 200 South, Suite 101 SLC, UT 84101 (801)-363-9000 
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  PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
 
SLL will complete the following: 
 
 

● COLLETION OF EMAIL, LOOSE FILES, PHONE DATA 
  
 ● PROCESS AND RUN ANALYTICS FOR RELEVANT DOCUMENTS 
 
 ● LOAD RELEVANT DOCUMENTS INTO IPRO DATABASE FOR REVEIW 
 
 ● PRODUCE DOCUMENTS IN LOAD FILE FORMAT BASED ON ESI PROTOCOL  
 
 
All costs on this proposal are rough estimates based on the information provided. We will 
provided information on costs as the project moves to each step and inform the client of 
an additional cost they will incur before any work in done.  
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eDiscovery Solutions Estimated 

Quantity Unit Price Total Cost

Analytics
Data indexing, Culling & Filtering (Search terms/Date filters, De-dup, De-

NIST & OCR'ing non-searchable docs) 95.00 GB $35.00 $3,325.00

Processing
Native file processing - Extraction of full text/OCR & Metadata, load 

files, OCR of image files(remaining documents after search terms) based 

on 70% cull rate 28.50 GB $75.00 $2,137.50

TIFF Image Processing - Extraction of full text/OCR & Metadata, 

conversion of native files to TIFF/PDF images, load files, Branding for 

Production(Based on 70% production rate) 19.95 GB $125.00 $2,493.75

Tiff Productions less then 1 GB (based on per page for converting and 

OCR) 0.00 Per Page $0.04 $0.00

Phone Data Analytics  & Processing Searches (text messages) 20.00 per hr $250.00 $5,000.00

Ipro Eclipse Database
IPRO users 2.00 per user $70.00 $140.00

Storage (Review and Production Images Estimate) 45.00 GB $5.00 $225.00

Offline Storage 1.00 10 % of original cost $0.00 $0.00

Database Export (Store on media) 1.00 PER GB/COST OF MEDIA $2.50 $0.00

Project Management /Consulting
Technical services, project management 0.00 N/C $0.00 $0.00

IPRO LOADING/OFFLINE STORAGE
IPRO Data loading (Data not processed by Salt Lake Legal) 1.00 per load $50.00 $50.00

Tech time for problem files (not provided by Salt Lake Legal) 1.00 HR $50.00 $50.00

Media / Storage Device size

CD/DVD 1.00 $10-20 $0.00

Flash Drive 1.00 $25-50 $0.00

Hard Drive 1.00 $75-100 $0.00

$12,956.25

ESI COST ESTIMATE

Estimate TOTAL

Information on this estimate sheet is Confidential
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